Markov process
X is defined on £¿.
Under the assumption that X has right continuous paths with left limits, it is shown that a version of the strong Markov property extends to coterminal families, a class of random times which can be visualized as last exit times before t from a fixed subset of E^. Since the random times are not Markov times, the conditioning o-field and the new conditional probabilities must be defined. If A' is also assumed to be nearly quasileft continuous, i.e. branching points are permitted, two different conditionings are possible-one on the "past" of the random time and one on the "past plus present"-and two different conditional probabilities must be defined.
1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to prove a version of the strong Markov property for a class of random times resembling last exit times from sets before constant times / > 0. To motivate the problem assume that in finding an analogue of (1.1) with T replaced by random times such as L', the last exit before (t + 0) from a given set, and i T replaced by an appropriate (7-field. Since the conditioning now involves the future of the process, the distributions on the right of (1.1) must be altered, but we would hope that the dependence on only X , (or X ) and t -Ll could be maintained. i.e. \s~ Q(s, dy), 0 < s < °°¡ is an entrance law relative to H .
For a somewhat less familiar example let Pit) = dp it))) be a transition matrix on a countable state space E and let E denote the Doob-Ray compactification of E [4] . Then there is a strong Markov process on E which has P(t) for its transition matrix and which is "nearly quasi-left continuous" as defined in §2 below. Choose B to be any finite subset of E with b e B. Define L' to be the last hit of B before (i + 0), and let F(t) = ((f.(t))) with f..(t) = P'(X = y, TB > t). Then it can be shown [8] that there exists a family of entrance laws \t)(c, t, j); c e B, 0 < t < °°\ relative to F(t) such that for 0 < s < t Moreover a past of L can be defined and a version of the strong Markov property obtained: the evolution of the process from L* to t is independent of the past of Ll, and depends only on X ( (or X t ) and L, itself.
A basic motivation for some of our methods is the axiomatic approach to coterminal times developed in.[7j, and in §3 we borrow heavily from their work.
Those familiar with [7] will find that Theorems 6 and 8 below represent an ex-L-past and L-future and by giving an expression for the post-L process in terms of X, or XL_. Although these results could have been obtained directly by the methods of § §5 and 6, we prove them by using the relationship L = lim^L .
The first part of this paper develops the necessary technical machinery. In §2 we discuss the assumptions on the process, particularly the property of nearly quasi-left continuity.
In §3 the concept of a coterminal family is developed and its elementary properties derived. This treatment is patterned on [7] , the main difference being the emphasis on \Ll, / > 0| as opposed to a coterminal time L.
In §4 we combine the definitions from [3] and [7] to define a "past" and a "past plus present" of an ordinary random variable. We do not pretend to a comprehensive discussion such as is given in [31, but rather derive only those results necessary for our purposes.
The bulk of the work of this paper is contained in § §5 and 6 where the con- In §7 we relate D and Q by means of an intermediary measure which describes the distribution of X ( given the past. The fact that D and Q can be normalized to become entrance laws is established in §8, and it is shown that a.s.
on an appropriate set Í2 both X t and X t are associated with such an entrance law. This property is used in §9 to establish versions of the strong Markov property at L'. Moreover all of these results can be carried over to the coterminal time L = lim ^L', and this is verified in §10.
In order to obtain these results we have had to be quite careful about establishing the existence of Q (x, s, •) and D(x, s, ■). To prove that this is not a vacuous difficulty we give in §11 an example of a process and a coterminal family for which the conditional distributions D{x, s, ■ ) and Q (x, s, • ) do not exist for certain x.
2. Notation and definition of the process. Let (E¿, p) be a compact metric space, A a distinguished point in £A, and let % denote the cr-field of Borel sets and S the universally measurable sets of E¿. C, Q>, and & will denote respectively the spaces of real, continuous functions of bounded ÍB measurable functions and of bounded £ measurable function on E¿.
We shall consider a strong Markov process X = (0, X , J , ?, 6 , Px) on £A such that the paths X are right continuous and have left limits and such that A is an absorbing point: X(i) = A implies X(s + t) = A for all s > 0. In general our (3)In the motivation above, we were using Q = Q .
probability on (E¿, p), and J is the completion of J = (ÁX , s < t) in 5. Implicit in the above is that for A e J" , and thus for A £ J, PX(A) is £ measurable. We shall assume that the 5 are right continuous, i.e., J = J" . = In this paper we deviate somewhat from [l] by allowing the possible existence of branching points, namely those x with PX(X_ = x) < 1, which by the Blumenthal 0-1 law is equivalent to PX(XQ = x) = 0. We shall let i^(x, dy) denote the measure P (XQ e dy) for branching points and also for ordinary (nonbranching) points for which v(x, dy) is then the unit mass at x. Note that iXx, B) is & measur- </)(ÖT) | v $-= JV(xT_, ¿y)By(0).
In both equations V A T stands for the minimal CT-field containing all of the 5T n ' n ' n Note that this implies a. We should point out that the assumption of nearly quasi-left continuity is not particularly restrictive.
In fact [lO] shows that if X is a strong Markov process on a "nice" state space and which satisfies a rather weak condition, then by enlarging the state space X can be assumed to satisfy the above quasi-left continuity, where now X need not be a point in the original state space (but will then be a branching point).
For additional comments on this topic see [6] .
3-Coterminal families of random times. In this section we define precisely the random times with which we will be concerned in the remainder of the paper.
Following
Meyer, Smythe and Walsh [7] our approach is completely axiomatic, and it may help if the reader interprets the definitions and results of this section in terms of last exit times.
We assume given killing operators k : fi -> fi satisfying X ° k = X for s < t and = A for s > t, (5) (5) As with 6 the assumption about the existence of k on 0 is a matter of convenience. Also, the reader may take Q to be the space of all right continuous functions <j>:\0, oo) _ Efr with left limits; in this case 6 and k are uniquely defined.
(iv) L o k < s for ail s, and
Now suppose that \Ll, r > 0| is defined by
Then it can be shown that |L'| has the properties For example if L is the last exit from a set ¿4 before £= in(\u: X = A|, then
Ll will be the last exit from A before (7 + 0).
Our primary concern here is not with L but rather with {L-\, and we give as the basic definition In practice of course the axioms would hold with exceptional sets depending on 5 and r, and the best we could hope for would be a set of full measure on which (1) through (5) hold for all 5 and t. To avoid this technicality we simply assume the axioms are valid on all of 0. Note that whatever the set ÎÎ of definition, we must have k iî C Í2 even as 6 fl C O for the shift operator.
In [7] the axioms for a coterminal time were used to define an associated terminal time T, and then these concepts were applied to prove that the post-L process is a strong Markov process. We will use the coterminal family to define T and to derive some of their results without reference to L. Since the proofs are short, we include them here rather than referring to [7] , Lemma 3.1. A coterminal family |L£, t > 0| has the following properties:
(a) Ls <Ll for s <t. T ° ks = T. In [7] it is shown that the correspondence between such terminal times and exact coterminal times is one-to-one, and the correspondence carries over to coterminal families using the facts that
is an exact coterminal time and that L can be recovered from L via (3.1). Consequently, a coterminal family is not merely an artifice, but rather is another way of looking at a terminal time.
We will not pursue these ideas further but we will include the derivation of IL1} from its associated T. for all u > t and for some s < a < u s < La o k < Lu ok < Lu. By the past of R we will mean ï(R-) = àflrt n \t<R\, 0< ti;
i.e. the CT-field generated by sets A o \t < R 1 with A e A . Further, define T(R) = offt n\t<R\, 0<ri
and A~**(r) = 3(R-) Va(XR).
By the past plus present we will mean S^R) = the cr-field generated by J(R -) and As H \S = R] for all stopping times S. Note then that Ll is honest since for u < v \Ll <u\ n \Ll < v\ = \T °6u > v~ u\ n \L' < v\.
We first collect some preliminary results about A{R-) and A(R).
Lemma 4.1. Let R, S and S be random times.
(a) // R <S then Î(R-) C 3(5 -) iff R e ÍF(S-). Since ct(Xr) n iXR = XR_, R < °°\ = a(XR_) n iXR = XR_, R < <*>) is also in j(R), the proof of (c) is complete. Finally, (d) is immediate from (a) and the defi-
nitions. D
In the proofs of Theorems 1 ard 2 below it is convenient to work with j(S( + )), and we record without proof some elementary properties.
Lemma 4.2. (a) // R <S. then ?(/?(+)) C ?($(+)). (b) // \R <S\ e jF(S(+)), then 3(R(+)) O {R < S\ C 3(S(+)).
(c) // limn5n =S <Sn, then J(S(+)) = A n${S "(+)). Proof. The necessity follows from Lemma 4.1 (c). Conversely, if S is honest and t < u A n \t < S¡ n is < u\ = At n \t < S < u\ n ¡S < u\ =Y u n is < u\ for some T e 5 ; i.e. 3"(S-) C 3"(S(+)). Since S is also JUS + i)+) measurable, í\¡ ?(JW)W = í(í-)nr.
$({S + ()-)C$((S"+«)(+)) and Î(S+)C Ae>0ÍF(tt + «)(+)) = ?(S(+)). The proof is completed by noting that 3"(S(+)) C ^((S + f)-) from Lemma 4.2 (d)
We will also require some knowledge of the relations between the a-fields associated with random times S and T when T is a stopping time. Tn Drn+.. Hence T'= lim r is in ÍF(T(+)), and
The following result is not used in this paper but should prove useful in applications of our results.
Corollary. Suppose R <S. Then 3r(R)c3r (5) iff R e 3(S). we will use a fixed probability P = P^, where p is a given initial probability on E¿, and statements true almost surely refer to Pß. We further assume and fix a given coterminal family \L', t > Oi and the resulting terminal time T as defined in §3-We emphasize that it is for simplicity of notation that we have assumed the axioms defining \L!\ hold on all of fi. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the assertion with sup \f\ < 1, and by virtue of a remark in §2 we need consider only X £ A' tj A''. It is easy to show that the S are measurable. On ¡S < t\, Xc e A', and so easily that a.s. S = / for all large n. Finally, a.s. on \0 < Ll < t, X e F\ there exists n > 0 such that L' = S < S ., = t. double approximation is at the heart of the proof. In
Step 4 we patch together the S™ to define random times Rm which permit us to obtain (5.3) in the next step, subject to a technicality which is removed in the last step. where A e Î(L') and r/ = \Ll < t, (X f, L') e K^-Then after summing on / and using the fact that e is arbitrary we would have
Moreover, if the argument were only notationally different for D,both parts of the theorem would follow.
Thus, dropping the subscripts, it suffices to show
where A e J{L<),
and K is a compact set of the product space EA x [0, t) such that for ix, s) and
At the conclusion of the proof the reader can see that the argument is the same for D.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (3) If a is even and S^ < t, then S1 +1 < t, (X j, S1 ) e K and 0 <^+1 - is some even a with Sa < Ll < Sa + , < t.
Next assume a family (S™ i of increasing stopping times has been defined which satisfies (1) through (6) As with m = 1 the ¡S™ M are increasing stopping times, and (1) through (4) hold at the im + l)th level. Properties (5) and (6) follow by induction. \0 < L' < t, X £ E,\, but our concern here will be with defining a subset $ of |0 < L' < t, X , £ E, i for which Definition 6.1 gives the correct distributions.
Llb
To define IV we need two additional concepts about random times; the first is a standard one. Recall that we are assuming a fixed probability P = P^. Then Definition 6.4. Let x¥l be the subset of )0 < L' < t, X ( £ A'\ such that
Ll is accessible on 1* and PÇH ) is maximal.
The existence of such a f is easy to verify while the implied uniqueness is modulo P-nuIl sets. Note that by the maximality of f , up to P-null sets Ll is not equal to a previsible stopping time on ¡0 < Ll < t, X £ Azi -IV . We formalize that property in Definition 6.5. A random time R is totally inaccessible on A relative to
Py if Py (R = S, A) = 0 for all previsible S. R is totally inaccessible on A if
it is totally inaccessible on A relative to P' tot all y.
As an illustration of these definitions we have Lemma 6.2. Ll is totally inaccessible on \Q < Ll < t, X £ AT\ and accessible on \0 < Ll < t, X ( e Efci.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the nearly quasi-left continuity and Lemma 5.1. For the second assertion it suffices to show that Ll is accessible on {0 < L' < t, X £ {J F i, where the F ate compact subsets of £, and P(0 < Ll < t, X £ E, -U F ) = 0. By Lemma 6.5 below we can choose l^t_ O ^^72 72 * such F so that L' equals one of the countable family of previsible times inf \s > r, X _ £ F \, r rational, and this completes the proof. G
The key to the proof of Theorem 2 on the totally inaccessible set {0 < L' .< t, X t £ Et\ -Vt relative to P is given in (H) Under reasonable assumptions on the process, it is also true that X p X on (0 < L' < t, X e A'\ -*(,so that *t would equal ,0 < Ll < t, X = X^ e A% inf \u > uQ: pAiX , u), K) < l/n\, we have r < L = lim r a.s. on A. This contradicts the total inaccessibility relative to P, and the lemma is proved. D Our next task before proving Theorem 2 is to define the subset $ of ¡0 < L1 < t, X £ E A. Ideally we would like to give a definition which is independent of the measure P: e.g., $ = |0 < Ll < t, X £ E,, Ll ° k = Ll\.
Unfortunately in order to show í> £ AiL'-) and the crucial property (6.1) below, it seems to be necessary to make a technical assumption such as L' ° k-£ AiS-) for all previsible stopping times S. To avoid such an assumption we use instead Definition 6.6. Let $, denote the subset of (0 < L' < t, X , £ E,\ with l Lt_ b maximal P(G> ) and satisfying: for anyprevisible stopping time S there is a I\ £ AiS-) contained in |0 < S < t\ such that (6.1) 3»t n ¡L' = 5¡ = rs niTo0s>;-5!.
Intuitively our motivation is to define a set on which Ll is independent of X and depends only on information up to Ll and on T ° 0 > Í -L' (i.e.
Ll o k = L').
Note that for the second example given above <t is empty since L' < t forces X , e F.
Lemma 6.4. $; e ?(L'-). Almost surely on *(, (X ( , t -L') £ WD(f) and
If we weaken the nearly quasi-left continuity by requiring (2.2) to hold a.s. on \T < T < C, all ni, the theorem and subsequent results based on it are still valid provided 0 and *P are replaced by fi n\L' < ¿,\ and V n (L' < ^"i respectively.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since f{L'-) C5(L') and Xu_ £ A{ on *( the second assertion is immediate from Theorem 1. For the first part of the theorem we consider the two sets $>t and \0 < L' < t, X £ Ej -^ separately, and note that it suffices to assume /efe and both / and h ate bounded in absolute value by 1. Qb(X t , t-Ll, f) = fViX t ,t-Ll, dy)hiy)Diy, t -L', f).
This will follow from Theorem 2 and (7.4) below. where W"(i, /) was defined in §6.
To shorten our equations we use the notation of 
Remark.
Note that the set of points "accessible" from X depends on t -L' as well as on X itself. It should be observed that PxiT > s) • Dix, s, ■) for x £ A' and fvix, dy)PyiT > s) . Q ix, s, •) for x £ Efc are obviously entrance laws with respect to r/(. However, to avoid making continual qualifications below, we do not bother to exclude these sets in the following discussions.
We begin with where dix, r, s-) = lim dix, r, u) = ¡Dix, r, dz)PziT > s -r).
Proof. If g is uniformly approximate by g e K, then Q ix, u, r, g) -> fQ ix, r, dz)giz). Since H f\ is uniformly approximate by H f^, s rational, the first assertion is immediate. For the second assertion note that since both q ix, r, s) and qix, r, s) are decreasing in s and q (x, r, s) -> qix, r, s) for s -r rational, we must also have convergence for those s at which qix, r, s) is Proof. Using g = HI in (8.4) we have for 0 < r < s < t (8.6) q (x, r, s)q (x, s, t) = q ix, r, t) 1 u u u and so q ix, r, t) is increasing in r tot fixed /. Hence it suffices to prove (1) for any sequence sis, and we may choose s < t, s -s > 0 rational, and qix, r, s ) > 0. Let t > t be arbitrarily close to / and such that, for all n, q ix, s , t ) -> qix, s , t ) and q ix, s, t ) -> qix, s , t ), a choice made (ii) There exists a u > 0 such that qix, r, s) > 0 for all 0 < r < s < u and ix, r) £ WQih).
GD will denote the analogous set with D and d in lieu of Q and q.
Note that if x e GQih), by Lemma 8.3 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and it is easy to check that for all 0 < r, s, t (8.11) q^ix, r, s)qix, s, t) = qix, r, t).
The entrance law property then follows trivially: with 0 < sQ < UfAx)
Qhix,s,Ht_j) Q"<*. V Ht_sJ) g*u> u f) qix, s, s A qix, s, sQ)qix, s , s) qix, t, sQ)
The proof of the assertions for D is completely analogous. □
In the sequel we shall be using Qix, s, f), Dix, s, f), "qix, s, t) and dix, s, t), but since no confusion should result we suppress the "~". Although Proof. / may be assumed continuous.
We shall define universally measurable sets G0ih) ^>G0ih) as well as universally measurable functions Q ix, s, f)
and UqÍx) on GqW) x (0, 00) and G0(l) respectively which agree with Q and Uq on the smaller domains. (ii) -qix, sn, • ) is concentrated on GD, that is on some Borel set B C Gß.
(iii) For all h, f £ £ Qhix, sn,f)= fVix, sn, dy)hiy)Diy, S^f). (2) Q hix, s, f) = ¡rjix, s, dy)hiy)Diy, s, f). With / = 1 we get -qix, s, dy) = -qix, sfí, dy)diy, s^, s)/qix, s^ s) and (1) immediately follows.
(2) also follows since Diy, s, f) = Diy, sn, Hs_s f)/diy, Sf¡, s). (ii) X £ Hq a.s. on fl .
Proof. Fix p and r > 0. We only prove (2) and (1) is similar (and simpler). B 'iß, Q) from the C as before to obtain, a.s. on fi,, X , £ B, £ 9. The strong Markov property at L . As mentioned in the introduction, the evolution of the process from Ll may depend not only on X (or X ) but also on t -L'. In this section we obtain the explicit dependence on these parameters, as usual confining our attention in detail to only one case.
Theorem 5. Let /efe, 1 < i < n + 1 and 0<s,<s,<...<s < t with
If n= 1 and f2 = 1, z/sz'ng ièe convention gsix) = PxiT > s), the foregoing takes the form 
Remark. By virtue of the first part of the theorem we also have a strong
Markov property relative to ¿(L'-) on the set f : simply replace # by a" and Qh(X t_, ■ , .) by h(X t )D(X t , ., .) in the equations above.
Proof. We confine our attention to Q and also assume that all the /. are in C. By virtue of the preceding section we can restrict Q (x, s, f) to BÁp, Q) x (0, oo), thereby guaranteeing a universally measurable function in (x.
Finally, let n = 2 to simplify the notation. ■ f Az ,)K iz ., ¡A.
••• 'n-1 n-1 s -s . n-1'2 n n-l Also, if we define ^ as i0 < L < oo, X^_ e A!j -fi^, the first equality of (ii) holds on y^ provided QLiXL_, ■ , . ) is replaced by hiXL_)DÍXL_, ■ , • ). Qix, -, •) and Dix, ., ■).
